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• Economic indicators have begun to show hard evidence of
increased confidence flowing through to economic activity. Core
retail sales increased 0.7% and core CPI increased to 2.3% YoY,
both well ahead of expectations. Inflation remains within striking
distance of the Fed’s targets, adding to the upward pressure on
ultrashort interest rates. Market expectations for the first rate
hike in 2017 shifted forward during the month on the back of
the generally stronger economic data and heightened inflation
expectations. The market implied probability of a March hike
increased dramatically to end the month, rising from less than
50% to 72% in a matter of hours. We continue to expect bouts of
volatility as the new administration ponders potentially disruptive
policy shifts.
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Structured Markets

• Positive investor sentiment in February combined with retail
and institutional fund inflows kept ABS spreads moving tighter
throughout the month. Including deals that are currently in the
marketing phase, YTD supply of $28B is likely to exceed last
year’s pace.
• Demand is nothing short of robust with both programmatic
and esoteric issuer types seeing their deals multiple times
oversubscribed and being executed at or below the tight end of
initial price guidance.
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• The US Corporate Index tightened 6 basis points (bps) through
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the end of February. Financials and Industrials experienced 8 bps
and 6 bps of respective tightening, while Utilities moved in 2 bps
on the back of large rate moves on the last day of the month.
Despite concerns surrounding potential border tax adjustments
on corporate profitability, Industrials were buoyed by Moody’s
long-awaited upgrade of General Motors to Investment Grade.

• Primary market priced $91B in February, just shy of the
expectations for the month. Going forward, M&A driven issuance
is likely to be lighter given deal fallouts in Health Insurance and
Consumer Products space.
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• During February, 2-yr and 5-yr yields increased 6 bps and 2 bps
respectively, while the 10-yr and 30-yr yields decreased 6 bps
and 7 bps respectively.
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This commentary has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered
as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular issuer, security, strategy or investment
product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not
guaranteed. Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and are subject to change without
notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are based on current market conditions. We
believe the information provided here is reliable but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This
commentary contains or incorporates by reference certain forward-looking statements which are based
on various assumptions (some of which are beyond our control) may be identified by reference to a
future period or periods or by the use of forward-looking terminology, such as “may,” “will,” “believe,”
“expect,” “anticipate,” “continue,” or similar terms or variations on those terms or the negative of
those terms. Actual results could differ materially from those set forth in forward-looking statements
due to a variety of factors. No part of this article may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any
other publication, without the express written permission of Merganser Capital Management © 2017.
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*Month-to-date performance of spread bearing bonds versus duration-matched Treasuries
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